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Early Indo-European social organization and the Indo-European
homeland
The homeland of a language family can be tentatively located with the aid of data on linguistic contacts, material culture, genetics, etc. Consequently, the current paper discusses the
evidence that points to the specific traits of Proto-Indo-European social structure. It seems
likely that the latter was based on age-sex stratification that had evolved into the varṇa system among the Indo-Iranians. Since age-sex stratification was particularly viable among cattle-breeding pastoralists, the search for the Indo-European homeland should focus on such
mobile semi-sedentary cultures.
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It is generally agreed that the homeland of a language family can be located with the aid of
data on linguistic contacts, material culture, genetics, etc. In the light of this, I seek to evaluate
the evidence pointing to the specific traits of Proto-Indo-European social structure.
Elsewhere, I have argued that early social organization of mankind had been based on
age-sex stratification. Since I have already dwelt at length on this issue in (Кулланда 1998;
Kullanda 2002), here I will confine myself to the broad outline of my arguments.
Analysis of Indo-European kinship terminology implies that Proto-Indo-European society
was characterized by age-sex stratification (Hocart 1928; Idem 1937; Kullanda 2002). There are
about twenty PIE etyma regarded, in accordance with the meaning of the majority of their reflexes, as kinship and relationship-by-marriage (affinal) terms. The reconstructed PIE kinshipterm system is therefore usually divided into two subsystems, i. e., 1) consanguineous or
blood-kinship terms and 2) affiliation or relationship-by-alliance terms. In doing so, however,
one imposes on the society whose language one is trying to reconstruct one’s own perception
of kinship, notwithstanding conflicting evidence. Thus, PIE *bréh2 tēr is traditionally included
into the blood-kinship term subsystem with the meaning ‘(consanguineous) brother’. It is,
however, at the same time traditionally considered a designation of any male member of the
community/extended family belonging to the ego’s generation, and rightly so (ИЭСОЯ II
[1973]: 438–439; Трубачев 1959: 58 ff.; Benveniste 1969/1973, I: 213–214 [English version: 170–
171]; Szemerényi 1977: 23–24; Гамкрелидзе и Иванов 1984/1995: 764 [English version: 666]).
Nevertheless, the obvious discrepancy is tacitly ignored.
Moreover, by this approach morphologically uniform (in this case, formed with the aid of
one and the same affix) terms are separated, while morphologically dissimilar ones are
brought together. Meanwhile, ‘the analysis of intrinsic subsystems discriminated on the basis
of shared formal linguistic traits is far more effective than that of artificial subsystems distinguished on the basis of one’s arbitrary perception of the outer world’ (Поздняков 1989: 96).
Let us try to follow the above maxim and distinguish the intrinsic subsystems of PIE “kinship terms,” if any. The first such subsystem to immediately attract one’s attention is that of
the social terms formed with the aid of the suffix *tēr, which Émile Benveniste regarded as a
classifier for the lexical class of kinship terms (Benveniste 1969/1973, I: 212 [English version:
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171])1. There are five such terms, namely: *ph2 tḗr (its traditionally reconstructed meaning is
‘father’), *méh2 tēr (‘mother’), *bréh2 tēr (‘brother’), *dugh2 tḗr (‘daughter’) and *h2 énh2 tēr (‘husband’s brother’s wife’). The reflexes of these terms and none other are invariably formed with
the aid of the relevant suffix in all the subgroups of Indo-European language family.
We shall begin the analysis of these five terms with PIE *ph2 tḗr. It is true that all of its recorded reflexes (not counting derivatives) mean ‘father’. However, historical evidence does
not allow one to reconstruct the same meaning for the prehistoric etymon, even with certain
modifications.2 First and foremost is the polysemy of Latin pater. Even in such an idiom as
pater familias this word cannot be interpreted as a mere kinship term, since familia either included freedmen and slaves or just meant ‘slaves of one master’ (Mommsen 1881: 60). Moreover, Latin pater also meant, without any amplifications, ‘senator’ (usually in the plural — patres).
As one of the Latin etymological dictionaries puts it, the term ‘does not indicate physical paternity which is rather implied by parens and genitor. Pater has a social significance.’3
Let us leave the term *ph2 tḗr for the time being and turn to PIE *bréh2 tēr. As mentioned
above, this etymon has been universally recognized as denoting not so much blood kinship as
belonging to a large social group, usually assumed to be the extended family.
Let us turn now to the feminine terms. The survival of reflexes pertaining to either group
membership or power and headship is less likely here, since men were invested with power
and took more active part in social activities in historically recorded early Indo-European societies. Yet even in this case such reflexes can be traced.
Thus, Latin mater, a reflex of PIE *méh2 tēr, “conveys, like pater, an idea of respect … and is
added to the name of a goddess… to honour her (Terra māter); the idea of maternity is not necessarily implied in the appellation: Vesta māter.”
The majority of reflexes of PIE *dugh2 tḗr mean ‘daughter.’ At the same time, as Benveniste
(1966: 34–50) has convincingly shown, Old Persian *duxçi, surviving as Elamite du-uk-ši-iš and
meaning, like the cognate Middle Persian duxš, ‘princess’, eventually goes back, together with
Armenian (borrowed from Middle Persian) dšxoy (queen), to PIE *dugh2 tḗr.4 In Oscan inscriptions the reflex of the etymon under consideration, fu(u)treí (dat. sg.), signifies a goddess of the
circle of Ceres, probably Proserpine (Lejeune 1968: 72–73). This etymon also connotes authority/headship and thus cannot be treated as a mere kinship term.5
The last PIE etymon formed with the aid of the relevant suffix is PIE *h2 énh2 tēr. It is reconstructed on the basis of the following reflexes: Old Indian yátar, Pushtu yōr, Armenian ner,
Greek (Homeric) plural εἰνατέρες (it must be noted that the Greek word was used almost exclusively in the plural; the singular ἐνάτηρ appears only in late inscriptions from Asia Minor
— cf. Chantraine 1999: 323), Latin janitrīcēs (re-interpreted after the feminine Nomina agentis of
the genetrix type and recorded only in the plural), Lithuanian jentė (gen. jenters), Russian
1

Moreover, according to Benveniste, it is “the suffix of kinship par excellence” (« le suffixe de parenté par excellence ») (1969/1973, I: 255 [English version: 205]).
2 Such as, for instance, Vater, Haupt der Großfamilie, according to Julius Pokorny.
3 « Ce qu’indique pater, ce n’est pas la paternité physique, qui est plutôt indiquée par parens et par genitor.
Pater a une valeur sociale » (Ernout et Meillet 2001: 487).
4 Szemerényi (1977: 20, note 67) refutes the derivation of Old and Middle Persian as well as Armenian words
from PIE *dugh2 tḗr. However, in doing so he does not proceed from any linguistic considerations, but rather from
his own conviction that such incompatible (from the point of view of the modern person) meanings simply cannot
go back to the same etymon.
5 « Il [Ce mot]comporte, comme pater, une idée de respect… et s’ajoute au nom d’une déesse… pour l’honorer (Terra māter), et sans que l’idée de maternité soit nécessairement impliquée dans l’appellation: Vesta māter »
(Ernout et Meillet 2001: 389).
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jatrov’. All those words mean ‘husband’s brother’s wife’. However, as Szemerényi (1977: 92)
rightly pointed out, the plural ‘wives of brothers’ may be reconstructed as a proto-language
etymon as well.
Thus, what can be reconstructed here is a cluster of PIE words whose reflexes became
mainly kinship terms and which were formed by means of an identical suffix. The relevance of
the suffix in question can be inferred from the fact that it was attached in certain languages to
those kinship terms that were originally formed otherwise6. Said cluster comprises four paired
terms, which can be grouped on the basis of either gender (two masculine, i. e., *ph2 tḗr and
*bréh2 tēr, and two feminine, i. e., *méh2 tēr and either *dugh2 tḗr or *h2 énh2 tēr) or relative age
(two terms for seniors, i. e., *ph2 tḗr and *méh2 tēr, and two for juniors, i. e. *bréh2 tēr and either
*dugh2 tḗr or *h2 énh2 tēr), as well as one feminine term that has no counterpart. Judging from
the meaning of their reflexes, all these terms originally denoted membership of groups rather
than individual positions. Moreover, certain reflexes of these terms pertain to authority and
headship.
The reconstructed semantics would adequately describe a society that was, from the point
of view of its members, regulated by age-sex stratification. «Competent» (that is, judging by
ethnological parallels) married men are divided into juniors and seniors. The latter, judging by
the reflexes meaning ‘father’ and the inevitable ethnological parallels, are those whose social/classificatory children passed the initiation rites. Men’s age grades have their exact female
counterparts. It seems that, as is the case with men, women whose children passed the initiation rites are considered seniors. In addition, there also exists an age grade for girls who have
reached puberty and are therefore entitled to marry (or have already married). It can be surmised that, due to the alleged dislocality of early marriage, both they and the wives of their
classificatory brothers stay with their respective exogamous communities after getting married. In this case, members of the two groups of married men (juniors and seniors) and of the
two groups of married women from the same exogamous community would have been not
spouses, but siblings to each other, while their spouses would have lived in another community. Although the existence of an “odd” term for women seems to be indicative of such a
situation, the latter assumption remains, of course, a mere conjecture.
Such a classification understandably includes only competent society members enjoying
the socially active period of life. It leaves aside the non-initiated children, old men and women
who have outlived the socially active life period, and initiated youths who have not yet won,
through martial achievements, the right to get married. The markers for these groups were
therefore unlikely to be formed by means of the suffix *tēr and consequently have not been
discussed above. Let us see if later social institutions, such as the varṇa system, can be traced
back to the alleged age-sex stratification.
To study the origin of the varṇa system, one has to look into Indo-Iranian and even IndoEuropean prehistory. Besides the famous Puruṣasūkta story (RV X, 90, 11–12), Vedic texts provide very little information on the matter. They imply, however, that the kshatriya social class,
charged with warring and political power, bears traces of the age class of young men. Thus,
the Vedic Indra, a king and warrior par excellence, is depicted in the Rigveda as an unaging
6

One can cite in this respect Sanskrit jmātar, nánāndar and náptar, which replaced the earlier form nápāt. Yet
another example can be found in Persian where, as in French, post-tonic syllables were dropped. As a result of the
loss of endings, Old Persian pitar, matar, bratar, duxtar- became Middle Persian pit, mat, brat, duxt. A simulacrum
of the old form had been, however, concocted by means of a new suffix added to the shortened form, hence Modern Persian pidar, madar, bradar, duxtar. By sheer analogy, the word pus ‘son’ (< puça) underwent similar suffixation
and became pusar (Benveniste 1969: 256 [English version: 206]).
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(ajuryá) youth (yúvan) and márya. One can, without stretching the point, trace these meanings
to a protolanguage etymon marking membership in an age-sex group of young warriors. In
this connection, the description of Indra and the Maruts in the Rigveda is of particular interest.
The Maruts in the Rigveda are youths (yúvānas and máryās) mentioned exclusively as a
group (śárdha, gaṇá or vrta) without any individual characteristics. They were born simultaneously (sāká jajñire [I, 164, 4]; sāká jātḥ [V, 55, 3]), they are of the same nest (sánīḷāḥ [I, 165,
1; VII, 56, 1], neither senior nor junior and middle (té ajyeṣṭh ákaniṣṭhāsa udbhídó ‘madhyamāso…
[V, 59, 6]) (for more details see Wikander 1938: passim).
According to the Rigveda, the Maruts are sātapan [VII, 59, 9], that is, as Renou (1962: 46)
puts it, born of the total burn, nés de la brûlure-totale. However, since the prefix sam- (here in the
vddhi form with a long vowel, sām) implies the action of several agents, one is entitled to interpret the word sātapan as “those who passed through a common ordeal by fire”, being an
integral part of initiation rites.
A very interesting mention of Indra as a merchant (vaṇíj) in the Atharvaveda (índram ahám
vaṇíja codayāmi, “I incite Indra the merchant” — XV 15, 1) that, at first sight, seems to be
contradictory to his image of the war chief is in fact quite in keeping with it. Archaic trade was
closely related to warring — suffice it to remember the Vikings who were both warriors and
traders. This ambiguity was reflected in Indo-European languages where words meaning ‘war
booty’ (Sanskrit lotra), ‘gain, profit’ (Latin lucrum) and ‘pay’ (German Lohn, etc.) go back to the
same protolanguage etymon (Benveniste 1969: I, 166–169; Гамкрелидзе, Иванов 1984: 740).7 A
classic case of this situation is the image of Wodan, the Germanic war god who was at the
same time the protector of trade and in this capacity was identified with Mercury, the god of
commerce in Roman mythology. As a result, the day of Mercury in Romance languages
(French mercredi, etc.) became the day of Wodan (Dutch woensdag, English Wednesday).
Judging by ethnographic materials, a child becomes a young warrior at fifteen or sixteen.
Certain, quite instructive, passages from early and traditional narrative sources can be cited in
this connection. Thus, according to the Avestan Hom Yasht, during the golden age of Yima
“looking fifteen-year-olds strolled about father and son…” (paṇca.dasa fracarōiθe pita puθrasca
raoδaēṣ̌uua… — Y. IX, 5). ‘Fifteen-year-old’ here clearly means something like ‘being in his
prime.’ There is a strikingly similar description of a band of adventurers in a Russian epic:
“Volkh himself is fifteen // and all his men are fifteen-year-olds” (Кирша Данилов 2000: 73).
Indian iconographic tracts also imply that the age of sixteen is the prime of life: “celestials are
also to be represented as youths of sixteen summers” (dviraṣṭavarṣākārāśca tathā kāryā divaukasaḥ)
(Citrasūtra 38, 7 apud Chitrasūtra 1978: 143, 173; see also Citralakshaṇa III, 142)8.
I think that the presented materials enable us to trace the Kshatriya varṇa to the age-class
of young warriors. Unfortunately, we have almost no information on the relation of the other
two primary varṇas to age-sex classification in Indian tradition; but in this case, we may be
aided by Iranian tradition as well. Thus, according to a Scythian legend or myth recorded by
Herodotus (IV 5–7), the Scythian progenitor, Targitaos, had three sons: Lipoxaïs, Arpoxaïs,
and the youngest (νεώτατος) Colaxaïs. As the youngest brother succeeded in getting hold of
sacred objects fallen from the sky, the elder brothers ceded the royal power to him. The story
goes that “From Lipoxaïs originated those Scythians who are called the clan (γένος) of Auchatae; from Arpoxaïs, those called Katiari and Traspians; from the youngest the kings called
Paralatae.” (Ibid., 6.) (cf. Dumézil 1930; Benveniste 1938). Evidently, the social position of the
7

M. Mayrhofer, however, held that Sanskrit lotra was not cognate with the other above-mentioned words
(EWAia 3: 449–450).
8 I am indebted to V. V. Vertogradova who drew my attention to these texts.
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three brothers had nothing to do with seniority, otherwise the second son would have become
the ancestor of kings. Neither can it be a mere error on the part of Herodotus, since in an independent Iranian tradition, that of the Middle Persian Bundahišn, it is the youngest son of Zardusht that becomes the ancestor of the warriors, resp. kings, while the eldest son is the ancestor of priests, and the second son is the ancestor of agriculturalists (Grantovskij 1960: 13–15).
Moreover, parts of a system cannot be separated arbitrarily. If one of the social classes was related to an age class, the other two probably had the same origin. The next step in the interpretation of the Scythian genealogical legend, i. e. a correlation between its social interpretation and the hypothesis of W. Brandenstein [Brandenstein 1953: 183 sqq.] that Scythian γένεα
had originally meant age groups, was taken by E. Berzin. He held that among early societies
“prevailed the division in three main age-classes corresponding to the essential social functions: 1) young warriors; 2) mature men, householders and producers of material goods; and
3) old men who performed cult duties… Thus age-classes became varṇas.” [Берзин 1986: 46).
Unfortunately, Brandenstein’s and Berzin’s works contained, besides reasonable guesses,
a lot of far-fetched assumptions and outright errors,9 hence the sceptical attitude towards
them. Nevertheless, the above-discussed data allow us to revisit the hypothesis of the age-sex
origin of the varṇas.
Thus, it seems likely that the Kshatriyas were originally warlike youths, the Vaishyas
were mature men that ceased to be warriors par excellence and were charged mainly with
farming and animal husbandry, and the Brahmans belonged to the age-class of elders performing priestly functions. It is all the more probable since there are mentions of age-sex classification in Vedic literature. Thus, the word váyas ‘vigour, strength’ in certain contexts means
‘a stage of life.’ One can cite such passages from the Rigveda as “passing through one life period (váyas) after another” (váyo-vayo vicarántaḥ) [VIII, 55. 4], “[Soma] circulates through life
stages” (pári… váyāsi… yāti) (IX, 9. 1) or “when thou [i. e. Agni] growest old establishing one
life stage after another, / thou goest circle-wise changing thy outlook” (váyo-vayo jarase yád
dádhānaḥ / pári tmánā víṣurūpo jigāsi) (V, 15. 4), etc.
It is likely that Agni and Soma here personify the movement of human beings through life
periods; when an age-group reaches the limit of the socially active age it leaves the system of
age-classes and is substituted by a new group that assumes its name, that is, the circle-wise
movement mentioned in the above-cited passages takes place. As to the age-grades in Vedic
tradition, it is worth noting that in the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa (XII, 9, 1, 8) one encounters the
word váyas meaning approximately ‘the active life, vigorous age’ and vayasá ‘life period’ in
such compounds as pūrvavayasá, madhyamavayasá- and uttamavayasá- meaning the first,
middle and last stage of life respectively. Let us cite this very instructive passage: “There are
three sacrificial cakes, for this life (váyas) of man (púruṣa) consists of three parts. It is his life
that [adhvaryú] wins for him by [means of] those [cakes]. The early life (pūrvavayasá) [he
wins] by that of Indra, the middle [part of] life (madhymavayasá) by that of Savitar, and the
last [part of] life (uttamavayasá) by that of Varuṇa. Having won the life from Death in the sequence [of its periods and] deities [yajamāna] makes it immortal” (tráyaḥ puroḍśā bhavanti /
tredhāvihitá vā ida púruṣasya váyaḥ / váya évāsyá taíḥ spṇoti / pūrvavayasámévaindréṇa /
madhymavayasá sāvitréṇa / uttamavayasá vārunéṇa / yathārūpámevá yathādevatá váyo mtyóḥ
sptvāmta kurute).
9

Thus, Brandenstein argued that Scythian γένεα were related to the Tripolye farmers (the descendants of the
elder brother), the bearers of the battle-axe culture (the descendants of the second son) and the Scythians proper
(the descendants of the younger brother), which does not seem very plausible. Berzin posited that Indo-Europeans
were mounted warriors while horseback riding was not widespread even in the Indo-Iranian epoch, etc.
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All these and many other facts can only be explained as the result of the evolution of an
age-stratified society, all the more so since linguistic analysis is indicative of the existence of
age-sex stratification in the Proto-Indo-European community.
The obvious social-cultural implication of this conclusion is that age-sex stratification underlay the classificatory and individual kinship patterns and may therefore have been the first
stage of social evolution. Yet while the remnants of age-sex classification had survived in a
number of the recorded Indo-European traditions, it was among the Indo-Iranians that it
evolved into the varṇa/pištra system. What circumstances, then, could have been favourable to
the formation of such a system? Age-sex stratification has been particularly viable among
pastoralists, and, more specifically, among those pastoralists who are not exactly nomadic but
not quite settled cattle-breeders, such as the Maasai, Gikuyu, Oromo and other peoples of East
Africa, the classic area of age-sex stratification. The same kind of economy was common to the
Indo-Iranians, the only difference being the use of the horse. They also regarded cattle as their
main wealth and raided their neighbours to drive their herds away: one may recall such Vedic
notions as, for instance, gavyánt ‘desirous of cattle/battle’, gavyú ‘id.’ and gavy ‘desire for cattle.’10 Cattle also played an important role in their spiritual life as evidenced by the Avestan
notion of the soul of the cow, guš uruuan. Looking for such cattle-breeding cultures would
hopefully narrow the focus of the search for the Indo-European and the subsequent IndoIranian homeland.
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С. В. КУЛЛАНДА. Социальная организация ранних индоевропейцев и индоевропейская
прародина.
Прародину языковой семьи обычно ищут по данным языковых контактов, материальной культуры, генетики и т. п. Автор предлагает использовать для этой цели свидетельства об особенностях социальной структуры праиндоевропейцев. Есть основания
предполагать, что эта система основывалась на половозрастной стратификации, эволюционировавшей у индоиранцев в систему варн. Поскольку половозрастное деление
общества прежде всего характерно для подвижных полуоседлых скотоводов (оромо,
масаи и др.), культура носителей праиндоевропейского, видимо, обладала теми же
чертами.
Ключевые слова: термины родства, половозрастная стратификация, скотоводство, варны.
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